Thank you for attending the NFRC 2018 Membership Meeting. We hope that you found the meeting informative and worthwhile.

Looking forward to seeing you at the NFRC 2019 Spring Committee Meeting - March 25, 2019 in Baltimore, Maryland.

NFRC Announces New Strategic Direction and Vision at 2018 Membership Meeting

Five-Year Plan Aims to Increase Energy Efficiency, Residential Market Recognition.

Read More

NFRC Celebrates 30 Years of Fair, Accurate, and Credible Ratings

Launches Campaign to Highlight Milestones and Member Stories.

Read More

NFRC Recognizes Two members for Commitment, Outstanding Service to Organization

Recipients have gone above and beyond to exemplify the mission, vision.

- Dariush Arasteh Memorial Member of the Year – Dennis Anderson, UL, LLC
- Emerging Leader – Mason Fritz, EFCO Corporation

Read More
Celebrate with NFRC!

In 2019, NFRC will mark its 30 years as the leading, independent nonprofit ratings organization for window, door, and skylight energy performance. To celebrate this milestone, we will kick off the campaign “Mission Possible -- Celebrating NFRC's 30th Anniversary” at the membership meeting in October. This effort will highlight 30 milestones and accomplishments of its members as well as the advances over the years in the fenestration industry.

How can you be involved? We need you to share your success story with us. **Send us a brief (250 words max) write up** that includes ways your business has grown, improved or transformed in the last 30 years and how NFRC has positively influenced this progress. Did you capture these moments on camera? Send those our way as well!

**Send Your Entry**

Don't forget to follow us on social media for event updates using #NFRC30Years

---

**Board of Directors Expression of Interest**

For 2019 we will be filling the following four seats:

- Fenestration - Commercial
- General Interest - Unspecified
- General Interest - Not for Profit or consumer organization
- Laboratory

If you would like to be considered for the 2019 Board of Directors positions above, please submit your interest by October 20th.

**Submit Form**

---

**Visit NFRC at GREENBUILD International, November 12 - 14**

Representatives from NFRC will be on-hand during the Greenbuild International show, which runs November 12-14 at the McCormick Place, Chicago, Illinois.

If you are attending the event, be sure to visit us at booth #220.

Contact Tom Herron at 240-821-9505 with any questions.

Don't forget to follow us on social media for event updates: Facebook | Twitter | LinkedIn
Upcoming Events

November 2018

- November 5 - 9 -- NFRC / KAFA Certified Simulator Training Workshop, Seoul, So. Korea
- November 12 - 14 -- NFRC will attend Greenbuild International, Chicago, IL

December 2018

- December 18, 2018 -- NFRC CMA ACE Training. This training session is for those seeking to become an NFRC Approved Calculation Entity (ACE). Registration and additional details are available HERE.

March 2019

- March 25 - 27 -- Spring Committee Meeting, Baltimore, MD

National Fenestration Rating Council

NFRC envisions a future where every window, door, and skylight purchase decision is made using the NFRC label to evaluate energy performance.